
M8 series 

Specification

M83R / M83RL

60V DC/AC

3A

24AWG

Grey

IEC60529 IP 67 

PA

φ4.5, PVC

Gold plated brass

PP

Black

Rated current

Rated voltage

Contact material

Cable material 

Contact bearer material

Housing material

Housing color

Cable color

Cable conductor

Protection class

Number of contacts

Model

3 4

M84R / M84RL

Black

Brown

Blue Black

Brown

Blue

White

Female pinout

φ4.5, PUR

Black Grey

φ4.5, PVC φ4.5, PUR

Black

－20℃~＋80℃ (No freezing)Temperature

CIRCULAR CONNECTOR

The springs and PU Rubbers are widespread to use in earlier 
period, but due to provide non-linear deceleration and to result in 
strong resistance, all the kinetic energy of moving objects is not 
absorption and produce counter pressure, this is in low efficiency.

If linear deceleration is necessary for a moving object. Mindman 
Shock Absorber is your best choice. 

Select the correct shock absorber and it will reduce shock 
vibration and noise. It will improve efficiency and extend 
machine life.
 
The function of  shock absorber is to convert the kinetic 
energy of the moving object into heat and dissipate it into 
the atmosphere. It can stop a moving object smoothly and 
quietly before heavy impact occurs.
 
In order to save cost solid buffers such as polyurethane and 
rubber are often used. These cause noise and transient 
shock. The use of  shock absorbers alleviates this resulting 
in both increased reliability and production. Additionally the 
noise reduction means they are environmentally friendly.

MDSC series: Non-adjustable shock absorbers.
Surface treatment: nickel plated: MDSC0806, MDSC1008, 
MDSC1210; others are black anodized.
         

 Adjustable shock absorbers.MDFC series:

MDSC / MDFC series

MDSC—1415—1—□—M14×1.5

STROKE
(mm)

Order example

TUBE O.D.
(mm)

Blank: With cap
N: Without cap

Select damping 
constant from graph
1: Hight Impact Speed
2: Medium Impact Speed
3: Low Impact Speed

MDSC: Non-Adjustable
MDFC: Adjustable
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Dash pots

Stroke

PU rubber
Shock 
absorbers

Spring

Shock Absorber's main structure to combine with body, rod, 
bearing, inner tube, piston, fluid, spring. On impact the 
piston rod moves into the shock absorber and the hydraulic 
fluid is push into accumulator to produce resistant force, the 
pressure in the inner tube remains constant throughout the 
entire impact stroke. Shock Absorbers providing a linear 
deceleration and brings the impacting object to stop 
smoothly and quietly. At the end of the impact stroke, the 
return spring pushes the piston to its original position for 
next cycle

Operating principles of shock absorbers

Main structures

Muffler

Rod

Seal

Accumulator

Return fluid

orifice

Spring

Remove fluid

orifice

Check valve

Impact cap

Dust proof seal

Bearing

Body

Piston

Inner tube

Hydraulic fluid

Refuel hole

Hydraulic industrial shock absorbers

Comparison of shock absorbing of dash pots,
PU rubbers, springs and shock absorbers

THREAD

SHOCK ABSORBER

Straight (M83R/ M84R) 90°Right angle (M83RL/ M84RL)
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Dimensions

M8×1

M8×1
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Order example

M83R—PVC—□

PVC
PUR

Blank: 2000mm
3M: 3000mm
5M: 5000mm

CABLE
LENGTH

R: Straight
RL: 90° right angle

CONNECTOR SERIES

MODEL
M83: M8, 3PIN
M84: M8, 4PIN

CABLE
MATERIAL
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